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Book Design Made SimpleÂ gives DIY authors, small presses, and graphic designersâ€•novices and

experts alikeâ€•the power to design their own books. Itâ€™s the first comprehensive book of its kind,

explaining every step from installing AdobeÂ® InDesignÂ® right through to sending the files to

press. For those who want to design their own books but have little idea how to proceed,Â Book

Design Made SimpleÂ is a semester of book design instruction plus a publishing class rolled into

one. Let two experts guide you through the process with easy step-by-step instructions, resulting in

a professional-looking top-quality book. (Fiona Raven and Glenna Collett)
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This is a book designer's dream! I can't emphasize (in italics, of course) how incredibly useful this

book as. I spend my days designing books in InDesign and the information in this book took the

quality of m work up several notches.

Book Design Made Simple by Fiona Raven and Glenna Collett is an invaluable resource for

would-be authors contemplating self-publishing. While it is true that anyone can self-publish a book,

the reality is that there are many obstacles between the first words on the page and the first copy off

the press. Book Design Made Simple is a logical, clearly-written guide to an efficient, organized

self-publishing process. It contains practical technical information on how to use the

industry-standard publishing platform InDesign to format and assemble a book, design advice to



help the author create a polished, aesthetically-pleasing finished product, and a production blueprint

to guide the authorâ€™s development efforts. I purchased a copy of Book Design Made Simple

midway through my own self-publishing process and it has without a doubt helped me create a

better-looking, more professional product.

This book was a lifesaver; itâ€™s very thorough, teaching not only the basics but also best

practices.I got this book just as I was finishing typesetting my first book (a non-fiction tome with tons

of complicated formatting). I already had some knowledge of indesign and succumbed to the

temptation to only skim the book. Initially, I thought some of their suggestions seemed tedious and

overly-restrictive, and I only loosely followed their steps. But now, four books later, I've stumbled

into all sorts of problems that I've only been able to remedy by carefully going back through the

book and following their steps.I suggest you typeset your book from start to finish without deviation

from any of their steps. Once your book is put together, then go through and make your own stylistic

changes. They definitely know what theyâ€™re doing, and by following their carefully crafted steps,

you can avoid many of the mistakes I made.

I've published books (for a friend) on  CreateSpace and Kindle using MS Word but am new to

Adobe InDesign. Tried Adobe's free trial for several days and realized trial-and-error would take too

long. This book was the answer and I highly recommend it.One reason I wanted InDesign was the

Book Files feature. It allows me to store chapters as separate documents, then automatically

combine them to create a book. Book Design Made Simple doesn't cover Book Files but does cover

"Creating a separate master page for each chapter" on page 363. I think Book Files is a simpler

solution.Adobe has a tutorial on Book Files: [...]

When I set out to design my sister's first book "My Father, In Snow", the computer screen for Adobe

InDesign (the best design software) looked like the cockpit of a 767 jet. I had no idea where to start.

Fortunately I stumbled onto this book, and was able to follow it step by step from beginning to end.

The results were fabulous. I highly recommend "Book Design Made Simple". It is well worth the

investment.

As an author and self-publisher, I grappled with the problem of taking a box full of draft manuscript

and turning it into something that could be sold in a bookstore. Like most authors, I knew little about

the process involved in turning a manuscript into a book. At first, I hoped that a "publisher" would



see the value of my work and make my manuscript into a book for me, but that didn't happen.

However, faced with the choice of abandoning my dreams or publishing my own book, I chose to

learn publishing and make my book a reality. More writers than ever before are choosing the path of

self-publishing, and there is no better resource for guiding one along that path than, "Book Design

Made Simple." I am grateful to Fiona Raven and Glenna Collett for publishing this book, a unique

resource that presents all the information you need to take a book, step by step, from draft to

finished product. I heartily recommend this book!!!
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